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305/241 Glen Huntly Road, Elsternwick, Vic 3185

Bedrooms: 1 Bathrooms: 1 Parkings: 1 Type: Apartment

Marianne Pitard

0457619222

https://realsearch.com.au/305-241-glen-huntly-road-elsternwick-vic-3185
https://realsearch.com.au/marianne-pitard-real-estate-agent-from-pitard-group-hampton


$575,000

Fully Completed and Ready to Move in!Schedule An Appointment today - Please contact Marianne Pitard on 0457 619

222 or email marianne@pitard.com.auAt 54m2 of internal space and 9m2 of beautiful balcony area, this is the perfect be 1

bedder in the heart of Elsternwick, for those who look to make the most of life in one of Melbourne’s most beautiful and

prestigious suburbs.Open up glorious floor to ceiling sliding doors off your living zone and extend the space to the

outdoors. Make the most of alfresco dining on those balmy evenings.Bedroom boasts a built in robe as well as direct

access to balcony.Other features include a euro laundry, european appliances, engineered floorboards, best in class noise

privacy, high ceilings and a neutral luxe Hamptons style fit out.The lucky residents of Elsternwick Village Apartments will

make the most of the sensational rooftop terrace which this building offers with exceptional outlook to the bay and city.

Escape to the very top floor and enjoy the use of in built BBQ's, or you may choose to relax inside the members lounge

with equally breath-taking city and bay views. This north east facing lounge offers a wonderful space to sit inside or out on

the balcony, with kitchen and bathroom facilities.Underground car parking, replete with storage cages, ensure security

and accessibility, while dual resident lifts provide seamless arrival experience. Curated retail options on the ground floor

open up a world of everyday convenience.It’s no secret Elsternwick has become one of Melbourne’s most in-demand

neighbourhoods. This lifestyle-centric locale certainly has a lot to love. A buzzing café and restaurant scene, thriving

shopping hub and friendly atmosphere, in Elsternwick relaxed beachside living meets city sophistication.    


